Dear Miss Walker,

Sends to-day, gave me the enclosed order for you — they like the duck very much, just as it is & they like the poodle too; but not the way in which it is mounted — They would like it after the style of the duck with the same green background & brown border. They have given me a recipe to send to you so you will see by that exactly what they want —

They will supply the calendar tabs and also the stand —

I do wish they had taken the others as well — Though they admire them very much I think the berries beautiful. They say there is no sale for Jamaican berries here — They do not like the dark monts —

I use “ivory” board for most of my work —

I think it would be as well to “fill”
the order as soon as possible.

They show the calendars the first week in Oct. as a rule - they like to
get the stuff in early as they have the

strictly to do

when sending a consignment it is a

good plan to send 2 invoices then
they sign one & return it to you -

If you have any happy ideas

using the H. S. Wales flowers I shall

be very pleased to show them to Sands.

I will forward the cards under a

separate cover

with kind regards

yours sincerely

Violet L. Bartlett

Cheerio dear

I got Violet to leave

the card - Sand do not want

until she hear of Dr. world like

to take them. What to

if I have 20 enough orders from

Melbourne? shall keep them

I will hear. A good order want So bad

may had to go for more anyway
Appendix
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